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This book focuses on a ‘detailed-commentary’ and ‘step-by-step approach’ for the
Forensic Audit of Financial Transactions. It also deals with each and every aspect of
Forensic Audit of various items of statement of Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet. The
Present Publication is the Latest Edition & is updated with all amendments and legal
position up to July 2020, authored by G.C. Pipara. Understanding the Forensic Audit is
not complete, without actual Case Analysis and this book includes analysis of actual
company cases relating to Forensic Audit, where either fraud or misrepresentation of
information is found. With the help of Case Analysis, how to achieve the maximum
objective of Forensic Audit, has been explained in a lucid language with step by step
approach. Each part of this book deals with the different segments of the forensic audit
and each part has been devised carefully, keeping in mind – ‘Maximum Result’ and
with an objective that the real purpose of Forensic Audit is served. This book deals with
– • Misstatement of information in financial statement, • Incorrect details in financial
statement, • Diversion of funds by an entity, • Siphoning of Funds by an entity, • Fraud
in some of the transactions undertaken by the entity, • Fraud in books of accounts and
other records, • Fraud in the balance sheet – one which is even audited, • Fraud by the
auditor in helping the organization to accomplish its intention etc. The structure of the
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Book is as follows: • Part One Deals with the introduction of forensic audit and looks
into the past, present and future of forensic audit. This part is presented to establish the
foundation of the book. • Part Two Deals with important transactions pertaining to
purchases of goods, sales and other major expenditures - which forms part of the
statement of profit & loss account. Provisions and contingent liabilities are often used
by an entity to cook the books of account and therefore, a separate chapter is
presented on this issue. • Part Three The various items contained in the balance sheet,
are a major part of the activities of any entity and therefore, is a major part of any
forensic audit also. Therefore, in this part of the book, the following important activities
of an entity’s are covered: ? Fixed (Hard) Assets – hard to spot ? Intangible Assets and
Goodwill – neither visible nor real ? Capital Work In Progress (CWIP), Stock In
Progress (SIP) and Stock – not seeing the light of day ? Piling Stock and Mounting
Debtors – an evergreen technique for every-greening ? Investments – without
objectives like a traveller without a destination ? Loans and Advances given – gone with
the wind ? Equity and Shareholders – invisible ownership • Part Four Apart from
specific activities of an entity, as covered in part two and three, there are some
transactions that are special. These are considered as “Key Metrics” for the purpose of
forensic audit and thus, covered in this part of the book, which includes:- ? Absence of
confirmation of balances ? Off-balance sheet transactions ? Round-tripping etc. It is
also common in forensic audit that full records are not made available to the auditors
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and thus, a separate chapter on “Dog ate my Accounts” is presented. • Part Five For
explaining the concept of forensic audit properly, a new Structure has been invented by
the author - termed as “T-3 Structure” wherein: ? T-1 : Test ? T-2 : Trace and ? T-3 :
Track With the help of a concept called “Look Forward – Look Backward” on T-3
Structure, how the successful forensic audit can be carried out is explained in a
separate chapter, under the head “Look Forward – Look Backward”. • Part Six Lastly,
it is found that in various cases of fraud and misrepresentation of details in the financial
statement, the Statutory Auditor were found to be the helping hand. As in forensic audit
- responsibility has to be fixed and thereafter, a separate part itself for the role played
by the statutory auditor - “Where were the Auditor’s - strange but true”.
Welcome to the thrilling and unnervingly prescient world of the slow horses. This team
of MI5 agents is united by one common bond: They've screwed up royally and will do
anything to redeem themselves. This special tenth-anniversary deluxe edition of a
modern classic includes a foreword by the author, discussion questions for book clubs,
and an exclusive short story featuring the slow horses. London, England: Slough House
is where washed-up MI5 spies go to while away what’s left of their failed careers. The
“slow horses,” as they’re called, have all disgraced themselves in some way to get
relegated there. Maybe they botched an Op so badly they can’t be trusted anymore.
Maybe they got in the way of an ambitious colleague and had the rug yanked out from
under them. Maybe they just got too dependent on the bottle—not unusual in this line of
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work. One thing they have in common, though, is they want to be back in the action.
And most of them would do anything to get there?even if it means having to collaborate
with one another. When a young man is abducted and his kidnappers threaten to
broadcast his beheading live on the Internet, the slow horses see an opportunity to
redeem themselves. But is the victim really who he appears to be?
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jeffrey Archer The sweeping saga of the
Cliftons—across generations, from Europe to America, through heartache and rivalry
and triumph—is about to reach its stunning conclusion. Harry Clifton’s story began in
1920, as a dock worker in England, and now he is set to write his magnum opus. As he
reflects on his days, the lives of his family continue to unfold, unravel, and intertwine in
ways no one could have imagined . . . Harry’s wife Emma, who just completed her time
at the Bristol Royal Infirmary, receives a surprise call from Margaret Thatcher.
Meanwhile, Giles Barrington discovers a shocking truth about his wife, Karin. Sebastian
Clifton becomes chairman of Farthings Kaufman bank, but only after Hakim Bishara’s
abrupt resignation. Sebastian’s daughter Jessica is expelled from school, but her aunt
Grace comes to the rescue. And Lady Virginia, who is set to flee the country to avoid
her creditors, finds an opportunity to clear her debts after the Duchess of Hertford
dies—and a way to finally trump the Cliftons and Barringtons.
In the Changing Room Before we kick off I have to say this, these are my memories,
and it has to be said, some of them have been befuddled by drink and erased from the
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mental back-up disc due to needing more space for uploading new stuff. Phrases you
will see often are 'I really can't remember' 'if I remember correctly' and 'I may be
wrong'...yes I will admit it, I have been wrong before...1969 I think it was...oh and once
in 1973 as well. I have checked where possible but half the time I can't be arsed so
there. One area where some clever shite will immediately contradict me is numbers we
took to away games, this was and still is impossible to estimate, so whilst some will try
to claim we took thousands to every away match I have tried to judge by how much of
the stands we filled in the days when the majority of the travelers all stood together.
Characters, there have been 'legends' both on and off the pitch over the years, some
have moved on to 'a better place' ...yes living in Pattaya, others have went off to the
'Big Match' in the sky where Jesus grabs the Number Nine shirt every game because
he thinks he's Alan Shearer...only for St. Peter to point out that Jackie Milburn's name is
already on the team sheet as Centre Forward. No doubt someone will bemoan the
absence of some of the terrace 'heroes' but I have only mentioned those I clearly
remember. I was never a member of any 'crews' 'firms' or 'gangs' unless you count our
collective 70's name the 'Geordie Boot Boys', I was never a ringleader or organiser I
knew who they were and often found myself in their company but chose to stay
incognito. This is not a book of statistics, scorers, results or team line ups, they are well
documented elsewhere. These are just my, sometimes possibly inaccurate
recollections of being a supporter and a footsoldier in the Black & White Army for over
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fifty years...and if you don't like it...then write yer own...chances are of got your money
anyway ...so who's the numbnutz now?
Tax-Free Wealth is about tax planning concepts. It’s about how to use your country’s
tax laws to your benefit. In this book, Tom Wheelwright will tell you how the tax laws
work. And how they are designed to reduce your taxes, not to increase your taxes.
Once you understand this basic principle, you no longer need to be afraid of the tax
laws. They are there to help you and your business—not to hinder you. Once you
understand the basic principles of tax reduction, you can begin, immediately, reducing
your taxes. Eventually, you may even be able to legally eliminate your income taxes
and drastically reduce your other taxes. Once you do that, you can live a life of TaxFree Wealth.
Named a Best Book of 2018 by the Financial Times and Fortune, this "thrilling" (Bill
Gates) New York Times bestseller exposes how a "modern Gatsby" swindled over $5
billion with the aid of Goldman Sachs in "the heist of the century" (Axios). Now a #1
international bestseller, BILLION DOLLAR WHALE is "an epic tale of white-collar crime
on a global scale" (Publishers Weekly, starred review), revealing how a young social
climber from Malaysia pulled off one of the biggest heists in history. In 2009, a chubby,
mild-mannered graduate of the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of
Business named Jho Low set in motion a fraud of unprecedented gall and
magnitude--one that would come to symbolize the next great threat to the global
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financial system. Over a decade, Low, with the aid of Goldman Sachs and others,
siphoned billions of dollars from an investment fund--right under the nose of global
financial industry watchdogs. Low used the money to finance elections, purchase luxury
real estate, throw champagne-drenched parties, and even to finance Hollywood films
like The Wolf of Wall Street. By early 2019, with his yacht and private jet reportedly
seized by authorities and facing criminal charges in Malaysia and in the United States,
Low had become an international fugitive, even as the U.S. Department of Justice
continued its investigation. BILLION DOLLAR WHALE has joined the ranks of Liar's
Poker, Den of Thieves, and Bad Blood as a classic harrowing parable of hubris and
greed in the financial world.
FACE the RIVER'S FURY! In the small hamlet of Riverbend, the miller's wife is missing,
and the locals suspect that the husband himself was involved. But all is far from what it
seems. Ellessandra, the missing woman, is actually an elf from the Summer Lands.
She came to live in the human settlement when the miller made a dangerous pact with
the River King, the lands' powerful sidhe ruler. Now, the player characters must unravel
the truth behind Ellessandra's disappearance, piece together the involvement of a
young brownie turned-fey lord, and dive into the fey courts of the Summer Lands to
stop a raid that would surely spell Riverbend's doom. All the while, Arthurian intrigue
and mischief runs high among the fey lords and ladies in this mercurial, open-format
adventure from acclaimed adventure designer Wolfgang Baur! This Pathfinder
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Roleplaying Game adventure for 4th- through 6th-level characters is full of hijinks and
trickery, and fits nicely into any campaign setting in which fey are regal. Their courtly
plots are dangerous and will test bold adventurers' skills to the limit!
What does it mean to be male in the 21st Century? Award-winning artist Grayson Perry
explores what masculinity is: from sex to power, from fashion to career prospects, and
what it could become—with illustrations throughout. In this witty and necessary new
book, artist Grayson Perry trains his keen eye on the world of men to ask, what sort of
man would make the world a better place? What would happen if we rethought the
macho, outdated version of manhood, and embraced a different ideal? In the current
atmosphere of bullying, intolerance and misogyny, demonstrated in the recent Trump
versus Clinton presidential campaign, The Descent of Man is a timely and essential
addition to current conversations around gender. Apart from gaining vast new wardrobe
options, the real benefit might be that a newly fitted masculinity will allow men to have
better relationships—and that’s happiness, right? Grayson Perry admits he’s not
immune from the stereotypes himself—yet his thoughts on everything from power to
physical appearance, from emotions to a brand new Manifesto for Men, are shot
through with honesty, tenderness, and the belief that, for everyone to benefit, updating
masculinity has to be something men decide to do themselves. They have nothing to
lose but their hang-ups.
The most important book on antitrust ever written. It shows how antitrust suits adversely
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affect the consumer by encouraging a costly form of protection for inefficient and
uncompetitive small businesses.
A close friend and business manager for the legendary group portrays the personal
lives of the members of the Beatles, from their youth in Liverpool to their rise to success
in the world of pop music to the death of John Lennon in 1980. Reprint.
A beloved character brings the power of the press to 1920s Butte, Montana, in this
latest from the best storyteller of the West In the winter of 1920, a quirky bequest draws
Morrie Morgan back to Butte, Montana, from a year-long honeymoon with his bride,
Grace. But the mansion bestowed by a former boss upon the itinerant charmer, who
debuted in Doig’s bestselling The Whistling Season, promises to be less windfall than
money pit. And the town itself, with its polyglot army of miners struggling to extricate
themselves from the stranglehold of the ruthless Anaconda Copper Mining Company,
seems—like the couple’s fast-diminishing finances—on the verge of implosion. These
twin dilemmas catapult Morrie into his new career as editorialist for the Thunder, the
fledgling union newspaper that dares to play David to Anaconda’s Goliath. Amid the
clatter of typewriters, the rumble of the printing presses, and a cast of unforgettable
characters, Morrie puts his gift for word-slinging to work. As he pursues victory for the
miners, he discovers that he is enmeshed in a deeply personal battle as well—the
struggle to win lasting love for himself. Brilliantly capturing an America roaring into a
new age, Sweet Thunder is another great tale from a classic American novelist.
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The Regulatory Technology Handbook The transformational potential of RegTech has
been confirmed in recent years with US$1.2 billion invested in start-ups (2017) and an
expected additional spending of US$100 billion by 2020. Regulatory technology will not
only provide efficiency gains for compliance and reporting functions, it will radically
change market structure and supervision. This book, the first of its kind, is providing a
comprehensive and invaluable source of information aimed at corporates, regulators,
compliance professionals, start-ups and policy makers. The REGTECH Book brings
into a single volume the curated industry expertise delivered by subject matter experts.
It serves as a single reference point to understand the RegTech eco-system and its
impact on the industry. Readers will learn foundational notions such as: • The
economic impact of digitization and datafication of regulation • How new technologies
(Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain) are applied to compliance • Business use cases of
RegTech for cost-reduction and new product origination • The future regulatory
landscape affecting financial institutions, technology companies and other industries
Edited by world-class academics and written by compliance professionals, regulators,
entrepreneurs and business leaders, the RegTech Book represents an invaluable
resource that paves the way for 21st century regulatory innovation.
From the winners of the 2017 Pulitzer Prize for Explanatory Reporting 11.5 million
documents sent through encrypted channels. The secret records of 214,000 offshore
companies. The largest data leak in history. In early 2015, an anonymous whistlePage 10/27
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blower led investigative journalists Bastian Obermayer and Frederik Obermaier into the
shadow economy where the super-rich hide billions of dollars in complex financial
networks. Thus began the ground-breaking investigation that saw an international team
of 400 journalists work in secret for a year to uncover cases involving heads of state,
politicians, businessmen, big banks, the mafia, diamond miners, art dealers and
celebrities. A real-life thriller, The Panama Papers is the gripping account of how the
story of the century was exposed to the world.
Know more about taxation saving in Canada
The authoritative account of the rise of Amazon and its intensely driven founder, Jeff
Bezos, praised by the Seattle Times as "the definitive account of how a tech icon came
to life." Amazon.com started off delivering books through the mail. But its visionary
founder, Jeff Bezos, wasn't content with being a bookseller. He wanted Amazon to
become the everything store, offering limitless selection and seductive convenience at
disruptively low prices. To do so, he developed a corporate culture of relentless
ambition and secrecy that's never been cracked. Until now. Brad Stone enjoyed
unprecedented access to current and former Amazon employees and Bezos family
members, giving readers the first in-depth, fly-on-the-wall account of life at Amazon.
Compared to tech's other elite innovators -- Jobs, Gates, Zuckerberg -- Bezos is a
private man. But he stands out for his restless pursuit of new markets, leading Amazon
into risky new ventures like the Kindle and cloud computing, and transforming retail in
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the same way Henry Ford revolutionized manufacturing. The Everything Store is the
revealing, definitive biography of the company that placed one of the first and largest
bets on the Internet and forever changed the way we shop and read.
The Sumerians, the pragmatic and gifted people who preceded the Semites in the land
first known as Sumer and later as Babylonia, created what was probably the first high
civilization in the history of man, spanning the fifth to the second millenniums B.C. This
book is an unparalleled compendium of what is known about them. Professor Kramer
communicates his enthusiasm for his subject as he outlines the history of the Sumerian
civilization and describes their cities, religion, literature, education, scientific
achievements, social structure, and psychology. Finally, he considers the legacy of
Sumer to the ancient and modern world. "There are few scholars in the world qualified
to write such a book, and certainly Kramer is one of them. . . . One of the most valuable
features of this book is the quantity of texts and fragments which are published for the
first time in a form available to the general reader. For the layman the book provides a
readable and up-to-date introduction to a most fascinating culture. For the specialist it
presents a synthesis with which he may not agree but from which he will nonetheless
derive stimulation."—American Journal of Archaeology "An uncontested authority on the
civilization of Sumer, Professor Kramer writes with grace and urbanity."—Library Journal
Felix Dennis is an expert at proving people wrong. Starting as a college dropout with no
family money, he created a publishing empire, founded Maxim magazine, made himself
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one of the richest people in the UK, and had a blast in the process. How to Get Rich is
different from any other book on the subject because Dennis isn't selling snake oil,
investment tips, or motivational claptrap. He merely wants to help people embrace
entrepreneurship, and to share lessons he learned the hard way. He reveals, for
example, why a regular paycheck is like crack cocaine; why great ideas are vastly
overrated; and why "ownership isn't the important thing, it's the only thing."
A Huffington Post Book Club Suggestion • An O: The Oprah Magazine Fall Pick • A
LitHub Book You Should Read This September • One of The Millions' "Most
Anticipated" for 2016 • 2017 Ohioana Book Award Winner in Fiction “Marisa Silver’s
beguiling new novel Little Nothing is a powerful exploration of the relationship between
our changeable bodies and our just as malleable identities…Silver’s storytelling skills
are finely matched to her themes…meditative passages bloom with life.” —Matt Bell, The
New York Times Book Review A stunning, provocative new novel from New York Times
bestselling author Marisa Silver, Little Nothing is the story of a girl, scorned for her
physical deformity, whose passion and salvation lie in her otherworldly ability to
transform herself and the world around her. In an unnamed country at the beginning of
the last century, a child called Pavla is born to peasant parents. Her arrival, fervently
anticipated and conceived in part by gypsy tonics and archaic prescriptions, stuns her
parents and brings outrage and scorn from her community. Pavla has been born a
dwarf, beautiful in face, but as the years pass, she grows no farther than the edge of
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her crib. When her parents turn to the treatments of a local charlatan, his terrifying cure
opens the floodgates of persecution for Pavla. Little Nothing unfolds across a lifetime of
unimaginable, magical transformation in and out of human form, as an outcast girl
becomes a hunted woman whose ultimate survival depends on the most startling
transfiguration of them all. Woven throughout is the journey of Danilo, the young man
entranced by Pavla, obsessed only with protecting her. Part allegory about the shifting
nature of being, part subversive fairy tale of love in all its uncanny guises, Little Nothing
spans the beginning of a new century, the disintegration of ancient superstitions, and
the adoption of industry and invention. With a cast of remarkable characters, a wholly
original story, and extraordinary, page-turning prose, Marisa Silver delivers a novel of
sheer electricity.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The million-copy bestseller Lilac Girls introduced
the real-life heroine Caroline Ferriday. Now Lost Roses, set a generation earlier and
also inspired by true events, features Caroline’s mother, Eliza, and follows three
equally indomitable women from St. Petersburg to Paris under the shadow of World
War I. “Not only a brilliant historical tale, but a love song to all the ways our friendships
carry us through the worst of times.”—Lisa Wingate, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Before We Were Yours It is 1914, and the world has been on the brink of war
so often, many New Yorkers treat the subject with only passing interest. Eliza Ferriday
is thrilled to be traveling to St. Petersburg with Sofya Streshnayva, a cousin of the
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Romanovs. The two met years ago one summer in Paris and became close
confidantes. Now Eliza embarks on the trip of a lifetime, home with Sofya to see the
splendors of Russia: the church with the interior covered in jeweled mosaics, the
Rembrandts at the tsar’s Winter Palace, the famous ballet. But when Austria declares
war on Serbia and Russia’s imperial dynasty begins to fall, Eliza escapes back to
America, while Sofya and her family flee to their country estate. In need of domestic
help, they hire the local fortune-teller’s daughter, Varinka, unknowingly bringing intense
danger into their household. On the other side of the Atlantic, Eliza is doing her part to
help the White Russian families find safety as they escape the revolution. But when
Sofya’s letters suddenly stop coming, she fears the worst for her best friend. From the
turbulent streets of St. Petersburg and aristocratic countryside estates to the avenues
of Paris where a society of fallen Russian émigrés live to the mansions of Long Island,
the lives of Eliza, Sofya, and Varinka will intersect in profound ways. In her newest
powerful tale told through female-driven perspectives, Martha Hall Kelly celebrates the
unbreakable bonds of women’s friendship, especially during the darkest days of
history.
National Book Award Finalist A clear-sighted revelation, a deep penetration into the
world of Scientology by the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Looming Tower, the
now-classic study of al-Qaeda’s 9/11 attack. Based on more than two hundred
personal interviews with current and former Scientologists—both famous and less well
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known—and years of archival research, Lawrence Wright uses his extraordinary
investigative ability to uncover for us the inner workings of the Church of Scientology. At
the book’s center, two men whom Wright brings vividly to life, showing how they have
made Scientology what it is today: The darkly brilliant science-fiction writer L. Ron
Hubbard, whose restless, expansive mind invented a new religion. And his successor,
David Miscavige—tough and driven, with the unenviable task of preserving the church
after the death of Hubbard. We learn about Scientology’s complicated cosmology and
special language. We see the ways in which the church pursues celebrities, such as
Tom Cruise and John Travolta, and how such stars are used to advance the church’s
goals. And we meet the young idealists who have joined the Sea Org, the church’s
clergy, signing up with a billion-year contract. In Going Clear, Wright examines what
fundamentally makes a religion a religion, and whether Scientology is, in fact, deserving
of this constitutional protection. Employing all his exceptional journalistic skills of
observation, understanding, and shaping a story into a compelling narrative, Lawrence
Wright has given us an evenhanded yet keenly incisive book that reveals the very
essence of what makes Scientology the institution it is.
Are you a new immigrant to Canada or considering immigration? Do you dream of
prosperity in Canada? Do you wish for a better life for your children? Do you want to
make your money work for you? If you answer yes to any of the above questions then
Wealthy Immigrants is an essential read. It is packed with valuable financial information
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and strategies that will help make your move to Canada a prosperous one. "With
illustrations from her personal life Jessica explains Canadian financial terms in
language that all readers can understand. Everyone wishing to build their prosperity
and future security will gain knowledge from reading this book. If you are immigrants, it
is even more important that you read her book to learn the Canadian system and how
best to use your resources to build wealth in Canada." Dwayne Daku, Author of 15
Secrets The Taxman Doesn't Want You to Know!
Detect fraud faster—no matter how well hidden—with IDEA automation Fraud and Fraud
Detection takes an advanced approach to fraud management, providing step-by-step
guidance on automating detection and forensics using CaseWare's IDEA software. The
book begins by reviewing the major types of fraud, then details the specific
computerized tests that can detect them. Readers will learn to use complex data
analysis techniques, including automation scripts, allowing easier and more sensitive
detection of anomalies that require further review. The companion website provides
access to a demo version of IDEA, along with sample scripts that allow readers to
immediately test the procedures from the book. Business systems' electronic databases
have grown tremendously with the rise of big data, and will continue to increase at
significant rates. Fraudulent transactions are easily hidden in these enormous datasets,
but Fraud and Fraud Detection helps readers gain the data analytics skills that can
bring these anomalies to light. Step-by-step instruction and practical advice provide the
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specific abilities that will enhance the audit and investigation process. Readers will
learn to: Understand the different areas of fraud and their specific detection methods
Identify anomalies and risk areas using computerized techniques Develop a step-bystep plan for detecting fraud through data analytics Utilize IDEA software to automate
detection and identification procedures The delineation of detection techniques for each
type of fraud makes this book a must-have for students and new fraud prevention
professionals, and the step-by-step guidance to automation and complex analytics will
prove useful for even experienced examiners. With datasets growing exponentially,
increasing both the speed and sensitivity of detection helps fraud professionals stay
ahead of the game. Fraud and Fraud Detection is a guide to more efficient, more
effective fraud identification.
“A fascinating survey of the digital age . . . An eye-opening paean to possibility.” —The
Boston Globe “Mr. Shirky writes cleanly and convincingly about the intersection of
technological innovation and social change.” —New York Observer An extraordinary
exploration of how technology can empower social and political organizers For the first
time in history, the tools for cooperating on a global scale are not solely in the hands of
governments or institutions. The spread of the internet and mobile phones are changing
how people come together and get things done—and sparking a revolution that, as Clay
Shirky shows, is changing what we do, how we do it, and even who we are. Here, we
encounter a whoman who loses her phone and recruits an army of volunteers to get it
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back from the person who stole it. A dissatisfied airline passenger who spawns a
national movement by taking her case to the web. And a handful of kids in Belarus who
create a political protest that the state is powerless to stop. Here Comes Everybody is a
revelatory examination of how the wildfirelike spread of new forms of social interaction
enabled by technology is changing the way humans form groups and exist within them.
A revolution in social organization has commenced, and Clay Shirky is its brilliant
chronicler.
Virtual Assistants work from home, providing everything from administrative support to
high-end consulting via email, phone, and fax. Predicted to be a $130 billion industry by
2008, they don't commute, they set their own hours, and they get to spend time with
their kids. Wouldn't you like to be a VA, too? Christine Durst founded the Virtual
Assistant industry in 1995 from a basement office in rural Connecticut. Michael Haaren,
an ex-Wall Street attorney (who grew up in a log cabin), was one of her clients.
Together they launched Staffcentrix, a leading VA training company, and the
International Virtual Assistants Association, built the first Portable Career/Virtual
Assistant Training Program for the Armed Forces, presented at the United Nations, and
transformed the Virtual Assistant movement into a global phenomenon. Drawing on
years of experience training and mentoring Virtual Assistants around the world, Chris
and Mike take the mystery out of home-based virtual careers, and help you avoid the
common pitfalls, too. In The 2-Second Commute, you'll learn how to: Market the skills
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you already have Overcome shyness to get the work you want Launch your VA
business on a shoestring Use the business to strengthen your family And much more!
The 2-Second Commute's self-assessment exercises will help you decide whether the
VA path is a good fit for you, or if you need to acquire new skills before setting out.
Interviews with successful VAs, VA clients, and telework industry experts will help you
find good clients and projects ASAP (and avoid bad ones), and leverage your first
assignment toward a foundation of consistent cashflow that meets your financial and
work-life goals. Along the way, you'll meet people who will support and inspire you to do
what you, too, may have often longed to do: bid farewell to the rat race, earn a
respectable income, and spend more time with your family.
The dead man had one too many lovers. Nero Wolfe's resourceful assistant Archie
Goodwin finds that out when he stumbles into the room where the businessman has
been murdered: a love nest lined with red satin and fleshy paintings. Besides the
decor—and the trove of women's slippers—another notable feature of the room is the
absence of police. So Nero Wolfe has a healthy head start on solving the crime. Then
comes a snag: a bidding war erupts for the reclusive sleuth's services. Suddenly Wolfe
has too many clients, including one who's party to murder. . . . Introduction by Malcolm
Forbes, Jr. “It is always a treat to read a Nero Wolfe mystery. The man has entered our
folklore.”—The New York Times Book Review A grand master of the form, Rex Stout is
one of America’s greatest mystery writers, and his literary creation Nero Wolfe is one
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of the greatest fictional detectives of all time. Together, Stout and Wolfe have
entertained—and puzzled—millions of mystery fans around the world. Now, with his
perambulatory man-about-town, Archie Goodwin, the arrogant, gourmandizing,
sedentary sleuth is back in the original seventy-three cases of crime and detection
written by the inimitable master himself, Rex Stout.
How to Get a SARS Refund is for people who derive their income from salaried
employment and wish to utilise the tax laws in South Africa to maximise their refund
from the South African Revenue Service (SARS) upon filing their annual tax return. The
new edition contains updated examples with the latest tax rates to illustrate the amount
of tax that the reader will pay on their salary from 1 March 2021. It also provides
updates on changes to tax legislation relevant to salaried individuals, so that readers
can stay up to date with what has changed and understand how this affects their ability
to reduce their tax liability and increase their chances of getting a refund from SARS.
The book helps readers to navigate their way through the annual income return (ITR12)
for individuals as they complete the return via eFiling. Topics include the basics of
understanding individual tax, deductions from taxable income, medical tax credits and
individual tax. It also deals with the types of taxes a salaried taxpayer may become
liable for, including dividends tax, tax on interest earned, capital gains tax and
provisional tax. How to Get a SARS Refund is a simple, easy-to-understand guide on
how to get the most bang for your buck from the taxman.
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From Granny Catchprice, who runs her family business -- and her family -- with senility,
cunning, and a handbag full of explosives to sixteen-year-old Benny, who dreams of
transforming a failing automobile franchise into an empire -- and himself into an angel -the Catchprices may be the most spectacularly contentious family since Dostoevsky's
Karamozovs. But when a beautiful and very pregnant agent of the Australian Taxation
Office enters their lives, the resulting collision becomes, in Carey's hands, masterpiece
of coal-black humour and compassionate horror.
Nothing can better protect hard-earned income and help to accumulate wealth than
savvy tax strategies. In this comprehensive guide, Canada's foremost tax expert, Tim
Cestnick, offers 101 tips for year-round tax planning that can save Canadians from all
walks of life thousands of dollars on their tax bill. It shows readers how they can best
build a successful game plan that will reduce their taxes and maximize after-tax
investment returns. Cestnick's simple and proven advice makes 101 Tax Secrets for
Canadians an essential tool for all Canadians seeking to accumulate wealth and protect
their income.
It is no secret that America's sentencing and corrections systems are in crisis, and neither
system can be understood or repaired fully without careful consideration of the other. This
handbook examines the intertwined and multi-layered fields of American sentencing and
corrections from global and historical viewpoints, from theoretical and policy perspectives, and
with close attention to many problem-specific arenas. Editors Joan Petersilia and Kevin R.
Reitz, both leaders in their respective fields, bring together a group of preeminent scholars to
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present state-of-the art research, investigate current practices, and explore the implications of
new and varied approaches wherever possible. The handbook's contributors bridge the gap
between research and policy across a range of topics including an overview of mass
incarceration and its collateral effects, explorations of sentencing theories and their
applications, analyses of the full spectrum of correctional options, and first-hand accounts of
life inside of and outside of prison. Individual chapters reflect expertise and source materials
from multiple fields including criminology, law, sociology, psychology, public policy, economics,
political science, and history. Proving that the problems of sentencing and corrections, writ
large, cannot be addressed effectively or comprehensively within the confines of any one
discipline, The Oxford Handbook of Sentencing and Corrections is a vital reference volume on
these two related and central components of America's ongoing experiment in mass
incarceration.
Teens Marco, Shay, Ryan, and Lexi form new allies in the quarantined mall--as the bodies pile
up, the disease mutates, the Senator's authority is questioned, and it becomes clear there's no
one to trust.
"From nationally-recognized tax expert, bestselling author, and columnist at MarketWatch,
DEDUCT EVERYTHING! is full of strategies and tips, organized by topic, designed to reduce
taxes in everyday life. Rosenberg also provides references and links to websites, etc, where
taxpayers can go to get the latest forms. Rosenberg will walk taxpayers through the
documentations required and help make sure the deductions are audit-proof. Designed to be a
comprehensive guide to legal deductions and loopholes available to individual tax filers, the taxreducing strategies cover: - family, home, and car - job or businesses, including Airbnb, Uber,
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and more - investments and retirement savings - medical and dental expenses and health
savings accounts - education costs and charitable giving The advice will be rounded out with
real-life stories from Rosenberg's clients across the country detailing exactly how to make sure
the deductions are being applied correctly. A special bonus chapter will detail the tax "no-no's"
Rosenberg has seem so that readers can make sure they know what mistakes to avoid. "-The Cold War is going badly for President Reagan's administration. Support in Europe for the
Soviet Union is on the rise, while acceptance of the new US intermediate range nuclear
missiles is waning. Enter Roy Garret, a bright young NSA analyst with a plan. It goes into effect
on the morning of 1 September 1983 when Korean Air Lines commercial passenger flight 007
takes off from Anchorage, Alaska, heading for Seoul. The airliner rendezvous with a US spy
plane over the Bearing Sea, overflies a top secret Soviet submarine base and is then shot
down off Sakhalin Island... Or is it? No wreckage or bodies are recovered. And a radar tape
that shows what really happened to KAL 007 has gone missing. On board the downed airliner
were 269 souls, including one US Congressman with too many secrets. Thirty years later, the
missing radar tape falls into the hands of the daughter of a KAL 007 passenger and the son of
the US spy plane commander. Determined to keep the facts hidden after all these years is
New Mexico Governor Roy Garret, who is now contesting the US presidency. What follows is a
desperate chase across Russia to uncover the truth once and for all from beneath the snows of
Siberia. Can two young idealists outwit the forces ranged against them, or will Uncle Sam and
the Russian Bear sweep history under the carpet again?
'Lucy Dillon's books never fail to make me happy' Jenny Colgan 'Deeply moving' Sophie
Kinsella Sometimes the cracks in your heart can be mended in unexpected ways . . . If Lorna's
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learned one thing, it's that courage is something you paint on like red lipstick, even when
you're panicking inside. And right now, with the keys to the town's gallery in her hand, Lorna
feels about as courageous as the anxious little dachshund trembling beside her. Sick of life in
the big city, Lorna's come home to fulfil her dream of running a successful art gallery.
Desperate for change, Lorna just wants a fresh start but can she find it in Longhampton? This
is where her tight-knit family shattered into pieces. It's where her doubts about herself took root
and where she first fell in love and had her heart broken. It's everything she was running away
from. But life and love can surprise you and all Lorna has to do to let the light in is open her
heart . . . An uplifting and inspiring novel about second chances and soon to be realised
dreams. Perfect for fans of Jojo Moyes, Veronica Henry and Lucy Diamond.
____________________ AUTHORS AND READERS LOVE THIS BOOK: 'Full of love, truth,
art and dogs. I absolutely loved it.' Katie Fforde 'Heart-gripping narrative' 'A beautiful, insightful
and tender story. I felt bereft for having finished it' Milly Johnson 'Could not put it down'
____________________ Lucy Dillon's latest heartwarming novel Unexpected Lessons in Love
is out now in paperback and ebook.
During economic contractions, it becomes much more difficult to sell your products, maintain
your customer base, and gain market share. Mistakes become more costly, and failure
becomes a real possibility for all those who are not able to make the transition. But imagine
being able to sell your products when others cannot, being able to take market share from both
your competitors, and knowing the precise formulas that would allow you to expand your sales
while others make excuses. If You’re Not First, You’re Last is about how to sell your products
and services—despite the economy—and provides the reader with ways to capitalize regardless
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of their product, service, or idea. Grant shares his proven strategies that will allow you to not
just continue to sell, but create new products, increase margins, gain market share and much
more. Key concepts in If You’re Not First, You’re Last include: Converting the Unsold to Sold
The Power Schedule to Maximize Sales Your Freedom Financial Plan The Unreasonable
Selling Attitude
Octopus is a real-life thriller that tells the inside story of an audacious hedge fund fraud and the
wild search, by a colorful cast of rogues and schemers, for a “secret market” beneath the
financial market we all know. Sam Israel was a man who seemed to have it all – until the
hedge fund he ran, Bayou, imploded and he became the target of a nationwide manhunt. Born
into one of America’s most illustrious trading families, Israel was determined to strike out on
his own. So after apprenticing with one of the greatest hedge fund traders of the 1980’s, Sam
founded his own fund and promised his investors guaranteed profits. With the proprietary
computer program he’d created, he claimed to be able to predict the future. But his future was
already beginning to unravel. After suffering devastating losses and fabricating fake returns,
Israel knew it was only a matter of time before his real performance would be discovered, so
when a former black-ops intelligence operative told him about a “secret market” run by the
Fed, Israel bet his last $150 million on a chance to make billions. Thus began his year-long
adventure in “the Upperworld” -- a society populated by clandestine bankers, shady European
nobility, and spooks issuing cryptic warnings about a mysterious cabal known as the Octopus.
Whether the “secret market” was real or a con, Israel was all in – and as the pressures
mounted and increasingly sinister violence crept into his life, he struggled to break free of the
Octopus’ tentacles.
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